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Real Time Path Integrals, Sign Problem and so on…

























•Quantum neural network



•How Neuron Works: Biology  



•The models of Biological Neuron  

• Integrate-and-fire

•Different for Different Models



•Artificial  Neural Network: main idea

•Main idea of Artificial Neural Network: 

•Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an information system that  is inspired 

•by the biological nervous systems, such as the brain.

•The key element of ANN is a large number of highly interconnected processing 

•elements (neurones) working in unison to solve specific problems. 

•ANN, like brain, learn by examples or patterns. 

•Typical  ANN problems:  pattern recognition,  data classification and so on.
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•Artificial Neural Network: main lesson for NeuroBiologists 

•For modeling the processes in Neural Networks the elements

•of  the Network must be simple. 

•Main properties we must achieve are: 

•Adaptive learning

• Self-Organisation      

• High level of Parallelism 

• Fault Tolerance

•So…

•

•Main Question:        How these properties

• can be realized in such Big and Complex 

•systems  as BRAIN?



•Neuron: classical VS stochastic 
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•Neuron: classical VS stochastic 

•Simplification 

•Real neuron potential 

•Spikes

•Under-threshold fluctuations 
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•Nano-technological realizations 

•We need in Nano-technological platform for realization of QNN.

•One possible way:  quantum double dots.  



•Nano-technological realizations 

•Quantum double dots.  

•Scientific Reports 1, Article number: 110 (2011)



•Nano-technological realizations 

•Quantum double dots.  



•Quantum neural network as quantum many body system



•Axons in neural net

•“Axon” is output information line from neuron. 

•So neural net is very non-local system.  



•Role of Synepse

•Role of Synepse is the contact coefficient, the measure  of  

neuron connection.



•Excitation connection 



•Excitation connection 



•Excitation connection: simple test



•Excitation connection: simple test

•Activity of Q-neuron



•Quantum neuron



•Excitation connection: 3 Q-neurons transport



•Phase transition and Epileptic seizure



•Quantum neural network logical elements

•Logical  AND

•If  both  Paths are active,  

• Correlation more 70 % 



•Quantum neural network logical elements

•Logical  AND

•If  only one  Path is active,  

• Correlation less 20 % 



•Inhibiting potential



•Inhibiting potential
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•Quantum neural network logical elements

•Logical  OR

•Logical  exclusive OR (XOR)



•Convolution neural network
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•Convolution neural network

•Monte-Carlo



•Convolution neural network



•Digit   recognition

•MNIST database



•Digit   recognition

•MNIST database:  MNIST image has a size of 28*28 = 784 pixels
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Compact lattice electrodynamics
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